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C A L I F O R N I A  L A W  R E V I S I O N  C O M M I S S I O N  S T A F F  M E M O R A N D U M

Study H-820 November 29, 2001

Second Supplement to Memorandum 2001-99

Mechanic’s Liens: Double Payment (Additional Commentary)

This supplement forwards additional commentary received since the main

memorandum was distributed. The following letters and other communications

are attached:
Exhibit p.

1. James Acret, Pacific Palisades (November 27, 2001) ................. 1

2. Jan Hansen, Executive Director, Lumber Association of California
& Nevada (Nov. 28, 2001) ................................... 2

3. Jan Hansen, LACN ballot sample (Oct. 23, 2001).................... 3

4. Jan Hansen, LACN explanatory letter (Oct. 15, 2001) [more
readable copy than Memorandum 2001-99 Exhibit pp. 40-43] ....... 4

5. Edwin Manselian, Secretary/Treasurer, Farmers Lumber & Supply
Co., Fresno (Nov. 1, 2001) ................................... 7

6. Dominic M. Falasco, Los Banos Lumber & Sales Co., Los Banos
(Oct. 29, 2001)............................................. 9

7. Dave Duvall fax (Oct. 18, 2001) ................................. 10

8. M.A. Muratore email (Nov. 1, 2001).............................. 12

9. Rosemarie Crouch, Credit Manager, Pine Tree Lumber Co.,
Escondido (Oct. 19, 2001).................................... 14

10. Pete Eddy, Weed Building & Home Center, Weed (Oct. 16, 2001) ...... 15

11. Lonnie J. Reichstein, Controller, Central Valley Builders Supply, St.
Helena (Nov. 1, 2001)....................................... 16

(We have omitted copies of letters faxed from LACN from Jill Saunders and

Frank Rowley, because we have already received and reproduced them. See

Memorandum 2001-99, Exhibit pp. 8, 36-39.)

Acret Privity Proposal

James Acret proposes an elegantly simple alternative to the 50% mandatory

bond in home improvement contracts. (Exhibit p. 1.) He would limit mechanic’s

lien and stop notice rights in home improvement contracts to claimants (prime

contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers) who have a “direct contractual

relationship with the homeowner.” To balance this elimination of “direct lien”

rights and avoid unjust enrichment of the owner, the proposal recognizes the

right of a claimant to an equitable lien.
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Mr. Acret renews his privity proposal in view of the apparent rejection of the

bond approach in the Commission’s tentative recommendation by the people it

was intended to help. The Commission made its general policy decision in

February when it paired protection of owners with amelioration for the burden

shifted to subcontractors and suppliers. This balance jelled into the current

tentative recommendation, with protection for good faith payments by owners

and with the ameliorating bond intended to compensate for potential losses to

subcontractors and suppliers.

Since it appears that the mandatory 50% bond proposal is largely opposed by

the contractor and supplier interests it was intended to benefit, there is some

wisdom in Mr. Acret’s suggestion. If these groups are likely to oppose almost

any change in the law, even a balanced approach intended to protect their

legitimate interests, it is best to pick the objectively “best” approach. Ideally, the

best approach would be simple to implement and understand, and would rely on

market principles and private relationships, rather than on paperwork and

bureaucratic action. If there is no “direct lien,” trade contractors and suppliers

will make business judgments based on the creditworthiness of their customer,

and will exact bonds or use other procedures as they desire, or they will contract

directly with the homeowner.

If the Commission is interested in exploring a simple approach along the lines

suggested by Mr. Acret, it would be possible for the staff to prepare a “discussion

draft” (not an official Commission tentative recommendation) and circulate it for

comment before the January 2002 meeting. The staff would probably suggest a

modification of Mr. Acret’s proposal, however, to describe the remedy in more

concrete terms.

Lumber Association Survey

Exhibit items 2-11 are a packet of materials from the Lumber Association of

California and Nevada. Jan Hansen, Executive Director of LACN, reports in her

cover letter on the results of a member survey. (Exhibit p. 2; a sample survey is

set out at Exhibit p. 3.) Three-fourths of respondents supported the simplified

alternative of protecting good-faith payments in contracts under $10,000,

whereas only 2.5% “liked” the tentative recommendation. (The letter doesn’t say

how many responses were received, but it would have to be at least 40.) Ms.

Hansen also reports that 10% felt either proposal “is okay,” with 12.5% finding

neither proposal is acceptable.
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The sampling of letters included in these materials tends to reinforce

comments reviewed in the main memorandum. Edwin Manselian, with a lumber

and supply company, believes that homeowners’ lack of knowledge is the

fundamental problem and the state has an obligation to educate homeowners.

(Exhibit pp. 7-8.) He also asks what happens if the owner makes partial

payments. Would the unpaid supplier be told that the payments made were for

that supplier, so that resort could only be made to the bond? The answer is no.

Just like existing law. The mechanic’s lien rights of all claimants are enforceable

out of the “pot” available, with the pot being reduced by the amount already

paid in good faith. The sharing mechanism is the same; only the pot is affected.

There is no matching of payments to claimants under existing law or under the

proposal.

Dominic Falasco, with a lumber company, thinks the bond will operate

unfairly because if the supplier insists on a bond, the contractor may “take

offense and go elsewhere.” (Exhibit p. 9.) He also thinks it would be burdensome

to have to check the recorder’s office to determine if the bond is filed. In that, the

staff agrees. We would not require recording, only a verifiable identification of

the existence of the bond issued by an admitted surety insurer. We think the

Commission only opted for the recording rule because it is the procedure under

Civil Code Section 3235 and was urged by expert commentators who argued that

the construction industry was accustomed to checking with county recorders.

Mr. Falasco suggests that a copy of the bond should be provided to

subcontractors and suppliers. He also argues that the $10,000 floor amount

should be reduced to $1,000.

M.A. Muratore, a general contractor, suggests in an email message that joint

checks are the way to go. (Exhibit pp. 12-13.) This message also states that very

few suppliers or subcontractors give preliminary 20-day notices — “too much

time and trouble for the small contractor” — and that smaller contractors won’t

be able to qualify for the bond.

Rosemarie Crouch, with a lumber company, urges homeowner education and

also suggests that the proposal should be revised to preserve mechanic’s lien

rights where the homeowner “chooses to contract with an unlicensed contractor”

who would not be able to get a bond. (Exhibit p. 14.) The staff would suggest a

different rule: no claimant should have mechanic’s lien or stop notice rights if

their customer is not licensed, if required to be. This would be consistent with

Business and Professions Code Section 7118: “ Entering into a contract with a
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contractor while such contractor is not licensed as provided in this chapter

constitutes a cause for disciplinary action.”

Finally, Lonnie Reichstein, with a builders supply company, suggests that the

recording of the bond could be enforced through the building permit process.

(Exhibit p. 16.) He also asks whether there would be a time limit for filing

mechanic’s lien claims. Under the tentative recommendation, the mechanic’s lien

claim procedure and time limits continue to apply, with the exception that the

preliminary 20-day notice is not a prerequisite. (But given the reaction to the

proposal to save subcontractors and suppliers the burden of giving preliminary

notices, it may be best to strike that part of the tentative recommendation and

continue the existing procedure, with the exception that mere giving of a

preliminary notice does not disrupt the ability to make good-faith payments.)

Respectfully submitted,

Stan Ulrich
Assistant Executive Secretary
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